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ARTIST STATEMENT

A Statement from
the Cover Artist:
Brooke Craig
I remember the moment I realized that I am just a number. The barcode on my wrist
defined my existence. The sterile walls were my only home. I looked towards the single
window. There were only a few hours that the sun made it in. Wilting flowers cover the
sill and floor. What once was clear water was now a brown slime. I guess they forgot. It
didn’t take long for the flowers to stop coming.
I remember the eyes constantly analyzing me but never actually looking at me.
My naked body was a research tool and I no longer cared who saw. The screens
constantly flickered. Images of tangled masses of neurons filled my mind.
The barcode became my veil.
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Foreword
Brooke Craig, the artist photographer of
the main and section covers for this issue,
was creating a study on how things affect
us internally. She was testing chemicals;
we are testing works of art. Short stories,
poems, photographs, prints, paintings
– they impact us, whether we are aware
of it or not. Eventually, what you have
internalized will appear on your surface.
It will shape you, change who you are as
a person. Good art changes you for the
better. This is our study, for you.
This is our journal.
Rachel O. Smith
Editor-in-Chief
Sequoya Review
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Sequoya Review:
A History
It was a busy time in the United States in
1965: Martin Luther King Jr. marched
25,000 people to the capitol of Alabama;
the US authorized its first ground combat
forces in Vietnam; Malcolm X was
assassinated; The Who dropped their
very first album; The Sound of Music was
released in theaters; and the television
soap opera Days of Our Lives premiered.
It makes sense, then, that during this
eclectic moment of history this magazine
was born.
When faced with the turbulent world
that the United States experienced in
the sixties, many sought to express their
feelings, protests, and critiques via art or
the written word. It was a hard life then,
before you could "tweet" your anxieties
and recieve instant gratification. At this
point in time it was called Echo Literary
Magazine, and it was published quarterly
up until 1972—imagine, having to wait
four months before seeing a printed
version of your words. The audacity!
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In 1975, this magazine was officially
renamed Sequoya Review, which would
serve as the permanent title for at least
the next forty years. It is doubtful that
the title will be changed in the future,
for it both honors an important Cherokee
contributor to the publishing realm, and
because we have invested a fair amount of
money in Sequoya Review buttons.
In all seriousness, this is a splendid
publication. It has always been a fearless
publisher of true and honest works from
a variety of majors. It remains the hub of
political, social, and cultural commentary
that is was during its inception in
1965, while continuing to showcase
the flourishing artistic abilties of this
university. We are incredibly proud to say
that the Sequoya Review is something that
can be enjoyed no matter your field or
background, which is something we are so
incredibly proud to say.
So please, pull up a seat, and welcome us
into your lives.
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Crying in Study
Room 114
Evan Farris

There are 332 cracks walking to my 8 a.m. class.

Evan Farris

I feel like I’m stepping on every one of them.
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We Are Millennials
Skylar Ramsey

Children of Y2K.
A smashed up, fucked up piece of meat in a sandwich of AIDS and 9/11.
TIME magazine calls us the “Me Me Me Generation.”
We We We are indifferent to the Baby Boomer laughter.
We are studied, observed, picked and prodded,
by Harvard, Stanford, LIFE, TIME.
We are rats in glass, tested on, yelled at.
They scribble on their clipboards and think they know us.
This is their conclusion:
We are Millennials.

We are Millennials.
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We are madly in love with our own ideas,
always checking the mirror,
always stuffing our faces.
We are consumed with our silly lives,
documenting mundane meals and stupid sunglasses.
We are teased for how we were awarded a ribbon
just for participating in literally anything,
...by the people who handed out the ribbons
and told us trying is succeeding.
We are mocked for always staring at the Almighty Apple,
...by the generation who invented the iPhone.
We allegedly dump money in the toilet,
squandering our parent’s hard-earned dollar,
...by the same generation who destroyed our economy,
and are the reason our degrees are better off as toilet paper.
We are distracted, useless in the job market,
We are Novocain in the veins of society, numb.
HIV, MTV, Y2K, 9/11, Katrina, Bush, Obama, Ebola, Ferguson.
This is who raised us, this is our family.

POETRY

Happiness Is Like a Scale
Daniel McNeeley

I saw a light at the end of the tunnel,
and it was beautiful.
Not the light, which was
harsh and blinding,
but the tunnel itself.
Walls etched with a child’s scrawl that
dances along with a voice that still echoes

Daniel McNeely

full of laughter and questions:
“Who are you?” “What happened?”
“What happened?” “Who are you?”
And trees began to grow
as fantastic hues of green appeared
between me and
the light, dimmed through patches of uncovered canopy.
On this new forest floor of
grasses and mosses and rocks
I lay in the coolness while the air buzzed
with the now muffled voice,
reminding me of honey bees and a forgotten lover lost among the maze of trees.
It told me to climb.
In this dense new habitat there stood a general
in command of all other wildlife, with
heavy branches and solid limbs from which to
push myself toward the green sky above.
Calloused hands swung swiftly through this unshakeable giant
carrying me, outside myself
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to see this garden of mine,
stretching new heights
and redefining and revising what it means to experience.
It’s so familiar.
I caught a glimpse of the world
before the light found me again,
before it shoved me back to the dirt as fast as it could.
Before I felt the air rush around me,
And as I stared at the green ceiling above,
fading away to the black tunnel it was before,
as the foliage of my Eden withered away,
I stood to my feet and remember the burning heat of the light,
and turned to walk the other way.
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it held me by the shoulders and drowned me in my own garden.

POETRY

I Was Once Jealous
of a Piano

Victoria Ferris

Victoria Ferris
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His bride was a piano
and he was so passionate about that relationship,
worked hard to please her every day.
I caught him once.
Snuck into the sanctuary where I heard him play,
sat in a pew and just watched.
It was beautiful.
The way the light from the stained glass window reflected on his face
while the composition of notes he picked out so effortlessly
played elegantly
in the background.
No audience would have been worthy.
When I stood up he got embarrassed.
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Epilepsy
John Sanders
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John Sanders

The lights on the back of the bar are brighter now,
intensifying in the liquid of my eyes.
A face makes its way through the luster,
begging for an answer.
Strangely familiar, in a way
not affiliated with any past reality.
Like a distorted version of a close friend
manifested in a dream.
Droning voices buried by new wave music,
we step away from the bar.
All she needs is a light.
Face ripples in the shadow of the flame,
flashing in and out with every flick.
Exposing new constellations of freckles,
burning little red holes in the tissues of my mind.
Numbed by the heat,
convulsions possess my skin.
A shot of morphine in each twitch.
Keep the lighter.
The lights on the ceiling were so dim back then.

POETRY

Cheap Wine and Antioch Rain
Alaina Krakowiak

We opened the doors to let in the sounds of the night
for we realized that your apartment was just a tiny box
north of the city,
south of the wilderness,
that the half-hearted rain outside had sealed us in.

Alaina Krakowiak

The darkness made us feel one with the night,
and the sound of teeming, invisible life made us feel one with it all,
for it’s impossible to feel confined
when you don’t notice the walls.
We sat in a lopsided circle on your weathered carpet
and talked to each other like madmen
for everything we said was a revelation,
and we were all just so taken aback
by our own discoveries.
Our secrets flowed from us easily
as the barriers holding them back
broke down into nothingness.
I told you what I thought you needed to know
and you did the same,
and that was it.
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There were no drumrolls, no fireworks.
These tiny pieces of information
that had existed for years
as the terrible secrets of our existence,
no longer seemed so powerful.
All was understood
as well as forgiven,
and we both knew it.
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Alaina Krakowiak

The flood subsided quietly
out through the open door
and into the night,
and eventually the dizziness took hold of us,
though we never tried to fight it.
You inhaled as I exhaled,
and the gentle sea that we created
rocked us to sleep.

POETRY

Mirror
Pascale Haug

Eyes almost hollowed
In their sockets,
Stare back at me
From the glittering reflection,
In the mirror.

Pascale Haug

cold hand
Against the surface,
Wishing to be as impermeable
As the surface that lies before me.
The girl in the mirror can be fixed.
Steam from a hot shower
Obscures my—her image,
But the wipe of a hand reveals
Someone entirely new.
Her eyes catch the light
While her rosy cheeks
Imply a sense of innocence,
And the corners of her mouth
Are turned up ever so slightly
As to hint at the smallest sign of
Laughter.
The girl in the mirror betrays me.
She is not me.
I am a raging fire;
Constantly burning and consuming
myself.
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My eyes do not glisten.
They are nervous and calculating.
My cheeks are never rosy,
But rather red with anxiety.
My lips so white and colorless that
No corners could ever be noticed.
Once more I press my hand
To the cool of the slick glass.
My hand matches hers and I
Stare into her hazel eyes.
Pascale Haug

She pulls me in,
And I feel myself falling.
Whilst I continue to tumble,
She climbs out effortlessly,
Mocking me.
I press my hands to the glass,
But her actions do not meet mine.
She walks away,
And I scream
As she lives the life,
That should be mine.
While I reside behind walls
Of my own making,
I wonder if anyone knows—
It’s her, not me,
That they’re speaking to.
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We Are Fine

Alexandra McKay

Alexandra McKay
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I’m happy. You’re happy.

Es dificil, have you heard?

We’re fine.

But my babies are fine.

No paychecks or jobs

I’m happy. You’re happy.

To call mine.

You got a job today.

No food or plates

Our smiles are like rainbows.

For our darling kids.

And we washed away the gray.

But we smile and laugh

Va al mercado. I’m going to make some

And sign the check with a pen.

Rice.

We are fine.

And this time, Papi, don’t you worry

There’s food stamps now. And snacks

about that

To shove in our mouths.

Price.

We can relax for now and tell our babies

We are fine.

To slow down.

Their tummies are full.

Ad in the paper. To hire a

I sent them off to bed.

Maid.

It’s time to turn on the desk side lamp

I don’t want to.

And find out how much to spend.

But I’ll do it so we can get some

Got minutes of sleep.

Pay.

Before we had to wake.

We are fine.

Make money. And more of it.

I’m sore. And in pain.

I’m American. For my kids’ sake.

From bending down to clean.

As long as we are fine.

Those rich people got the longest halls.

A new room. Big mess.

And! Ai! Their son is mean.

It’s the son’s room I need to finish.

Got yelled at. And cried.

New words I’m learning to keep my job.

The mister wants me to learn.

How about: I clean with a “grimace.”

English, English, English!

A raise. For you.
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I kiss you on both cheeks.

Mi hijo. He turns around.

I hide the pain buried in my back.

His voice a cool breeze.

The mister says I’m weak.

Our language floats from his mouth.

Mi hijo. Es fantastico.

Smelling of mangoes and pure sweet.

He shows me the bright red A.

It sings to me the words of praise.

The teacher wants to meet sus padres.

Mi hijo explains to me.

He may need to move up a grade.

And we are fine.

I dress up. In my Sunday skirt.
The tire scum stays on your fingers.
Our laughs are “facil” y “gran.”
And you and I is fine.
We sit in small desks.
The teacher walks on in.
Mi hijo holds his test grade up.
She smiles down at him.
She speaks. Of something.
But I cannot understand.
On, and on, and on, and on.
I look up at her as she stands.
Silence. You’re no help.
The language is too new.
We try to make our tongues less foreign
And say a thank-you.
La profesora. She nods.
She gives my arm a squeeze.
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You try to wash your hands.
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My Question
Allie Dearing

Early one morning,
When the sun had not even grazed the sky,
The butter had not begun to melt on the fryer,
And the smell of burnt toast did not fill the air,
You left.
I looked around our bed
That was as worn as an old working man.
The pillow still imprinted with the ghost of your head
Allie Dearing

Sunken slightly towards ground.
The heat still radiating from your spot.
I moved closer to feel as if you were there.
Creaks fill my ears from the mattress which has
Felt our bodies become one many times before.
Maybe it misses you too.
The bed sheets cover me like the way you used to hug me,
Still stained from our past breakfasts in bed.
I breathe your Old Spice in and exhale the pain.
I take a bottle of wine and push it through my lips
To wet the dryness of my throat.
I chug until the bottle looks like a face.
I stare up at the ceiling that we used to sleep under
As if the answer to my question is there.
Why did you leave?
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To: G-Pa44@hotmail.com
Mary Hinesley

Heaven is FUR Real; How My Cat Met God
You flood my inbox like a gorge during a rainy spring,
Virus filled URLs, taking “The Onion” at word.
The Internet is new, exciting, and worthy of your trust,
Granddad with an email.
You don’t believe in fact checking, CNN, or Black Angus beef.
Global warming may very well be God hugging the earth a little too closely.
An urgent alertSugar and crank working together,
Drilling holes with a dentist’s precision into your grandkids’ pearly whites.
You pass it on.
Your smile is like a deep crack spreading over a sheet of glass,
You come across links to parrots that can solve algebraic equations.
Your eyes crinkle upwards as you read words once spoken by Ayn Rand.
Your gut is met with a rumble as you finish the one liner,
nuns who pass gas.
You pass it on.
PauseA moment of hesitation as you CC every contact from your address book,
Arrow hovering questioningly over “send.”
Internal struggle - you debate the effects
of this particular fwd-chain message of doom
“Hugo the Killer Clown.”
Possibilities bounce back and forth your mind
ping-pong style.
24
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“Crystal meth disguised as pop rock candy” slides into your inbox.

POETRY

How would Hugo know you sent him to 37 people in 37 seconds?
How might a killing clown acquire your address?
Might he be too busy killing others to even bother with you?
There is no time for logic,
reason takes the back burner.
Fear of the unknown.
What is the Internet anyway? Act now.
A shudder trembles through your hunched shoulders
and with a fast hard click, Hugo bounds into the virtual world
to torment anyone, but you.

Mary Hinesley

You pass it on.
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Slant Sabbath
David Haynes

Everywhere there was a goddamned church,
hostile, horrible, and we were fragile sinners
in the hands of angry men.
And we invented god
five, six, seven times
but once made a truth.
And we do not become one, but remain two:
mysterious, static,
half-reading, half-guessing, self-evident
Outlaws in ever-new territory.
Every inch an altar.
David Haynes
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The Dissection of Emilio
Abdiel Vallejo

Take away two eyes, two chapped lips
and a crooked nose.
Take away his black, slicked back hair,
two ears that stick out far.
Shave his eyebrows,
his mustache and beard.
What is left?
The skin.
Abdiel Vallejo

Strip him of it as well.
And while you're at it, pluck his finger nails
and toe nails, one by one.
His tendons need to be cut before we pull away his limbs.
Slice his biceps with a sushi knife,
exposing the redness of his meat and ivory bone.
Grind his bones to dust and ship them to Manhattan
where a hipster will confuse them for cocaine
and snort them up his nose.
Save his head and scalp him
as if he were a Choctaw prisoner of war.
Scoop his brain out through the nostrils
like a pharaoh, buried with his mountains of gold.
Notice his high cheek bones and a fracture
on his clavicle, from when he was six.
Look at his black lungs and dry liver.
Take his stomach and open it like a coin purse,
there we can see the chicken pie and cola he had for dinner.
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I have an idea:
take one end of his intestines and I'll hold the other.
We'll start on the Compton side of the Golden Gate Bridge
and I'll run to San Francisco.
Just to see how long they'll reach.
What is left? The heart. What about the heart?
Seal it in a moonshine jar and preserve it with whiskey.
Give it to a runner and have him climb the sun pyramid of Teotihuacán.
Light the jar on fire and present it as tribute to Motecuhzoma.
With his eyes plucked and his ears taken away
and his beard shaved and crooked nose,
with his skin laid out and leathered,
with his muscles sliced off his bones,
and after removing his organs,
what is left?—Love I guess.
Or the byproduct of it, which is potential.
Two people coming together
providing a billion to one chance at life.
Pure raw potential, empowering
a three pound gland to fire neurons,
to think and write poetry.
To feel empathy and hate,
to fill someone with doubt and guilt.
To question if this three hundred pound sack of meat
looks nice, smells adequate, or has straight teeth.
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Abdiel Vallejo

And then?
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Seamless Be,
My Love

Meagan Alford

Meagan Alford
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Sometimes I wonder where
the growing pains
of your brittle bones
have left you broken
and breathless.
But I do not wish to see
what wounds were
sewn shut
and made to look like
average flesh
stretched across
an unfamiliar frame.
Seamless be, my Love.
It seems to me
that your dreams of being
stitched up, fixed up,
and adorned with simple string
will soon be ripped apart.
Only exposing the vulnerable and vibrant
color of crimson.
Seamless be, my Love.
Where stitches dissolve,
and tight knit soon undone,
There you surely are.
No needle, no thread
no amount of a meticulous hem
can even begin
to hold together a creature
designed for disaster but destined for adventure.
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You Didn't Ask but I'll Tell You Anyway
Rachel Oglesby

You did not break my heart,
You simply
Bumped into it and bruised it,
In the dark,
As you looked for your boxers on the
floor.
Rachel Oglesby
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Gathering Traps:
(Elegy to Don Stone)
Hunter Hobbs

Combing a broken shore, the deck-hands
follow strands of mangled cordage to

storm-tossed lobster traps—too valuable
to leave behind--while the ocean

whips itself into a froth against the crags.
Lying in his bed, Don Stone dies so nimble

Hunter Hobbs

not even pillow down nor his wife's eyelashes
feel the absolute tense and release

of bone, blood, ligament and soul.
All of Monhegan mourns the passing.

His studio is lined with canvases not dry,
and brushes stand in jars of dark water.
The sun sits alone on his red couch.

An old hull-wreck stands idly rusting

in Lobster Cove as a fog settles in and steeps.
Magnolia warblers carry green needles

up into the rusted joints, nesting in the wreck.
The deck-hands go on tracing the lines

to lobster traps, adorned in brine and buoys,
and Don is walking the undertow back

into the brine he sought to glorify so fully.
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The Mundane Art
of Creation

Sara Serkownek

Sara Serkownek
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I bought a universe-making kit at a yard
sale. It was buried underneath a moldy
game of Life and several seasons of
“Seinfeld” on DVD.
“How much for this?”
The woman running the yard sale
was too busy trying to corral her three
kids to pay any attention to me. I
turned to the old guy in the folding
chair instead.
“How much for this?”
“Can’t you see I’m napping? Ask Amy.”
I glanced back at the woman, who
had a hold on two of the kids and was
pleading with the third one to please,
please not put that worm in his mouth.
“You’re already awake. It’ll take like
two seconds to tell me.”
“Twenty-five dollars.”
An exasperated shout echoed across
the lawn. The little monster had made up
his mind about the worm.
“Fifteen.”
It was an embarrassingly feeble
attempt at haggling. I was already
resolutely pulling out twenty-five dollars.
“Whatever. Pay her. Exact
change only.”
The old dude was squinting
towards Amy and her spawn. I was less
interesting than Worm Boy. My money
was not worth his time. That was quite
alright with me.

Amy had managed to ensnare two
of the kids with the ever-amusing empty
cardboard box. Classic. I gave her my
fifteen dollars and an amused smile when
I noticed that Worm Boy had expanded
his diet to dirt. She snatched the cash
and strode off without even looking at
what I was buying. What a trusting lady.
“Tommy, spit out that dirt or so
help me I—”
I climbed into my car, cutting
off Amy’s scolding and the old man’s
malicious cackling.
I tossed the universe-building kit
on top of my other finds of the day: a
Garfield coffee mug, a cross-stitched
picture of a sad dog that said, “Love is
ruff,” an incredibly comfy, incredibly
hideous maroon sweater, and a dog-eared
copy of Slaughterhouse Five. 		
Not a terrible haul, really. Especially
considering I was about to become the
most comfortably dressed, sarcasticallycaffeinated, cross-stitch-owning,
Vonnegut-quoting god in history. All for
less than thirty bucks.
When I got back to my apartment,
I set up camp on the living room floor.
I had everything I needed to sustain
myself: Oreos, Ben Folds playing on
my laptop, coffee in my new mug, and
sweatpants. It was time to get to work.
 The box was cardboard and depicted a
character opening the kit. The character
was androgynous, with shoulder length
brown hair and blue eyes. It was dressed
in what looked like a burlap sack belted
with rope.
I sincerely hoped that the outfit
was not included.
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The character looked beyond
excited. In fact, its expression could best
be described as ecstatic.
The box it was holding had the
same fancy silver lettering that mine did,
so the words screamed out at me from
two places:
Build Your Ow n Universe
by Atmon Games.

36

One (1) Vial of Atmosphere
One (1) Vial of Doubt and Confusion
One (1) Vial of Hope
One (1) Vial of Water
Four (4) Universe Trappers™

All I learned was that I was gypped
out of a Universe Trapper™. That’s the
price of shopping at yard sales.
I skimmed the rest of the instructions
because they were beyond monotonous
and kept saying things like, “You
probably should reconsider what you’re
doing” and “A Universe Creator’s™ duty
is never done.”
I got the gist though. Basically,
combine the ingredients from the bottles
in whatever amounts you see fit and then
shake them up in the orb.
Oh, excuse me, I meant the
Universe Trapper™.
Before starting, I took a sip of stone
cold coffee. Well, I dribbled stone cold
coffee out of my mouth and back into the
cup. It was about this time that I noticed
that I was no longer being serenaded by
Ben Folds. I scooted across the floor to
my laptop, which greeted me with a little
lightning bolt symbol when I pressed the
power button. The battery was dead. 		
Also, it was nighttime.
No, it couldn’t be. It shouldn’t
be past noon. I had left at seven that
morning, gotten back to my apartment
around ten, then immediately sat down
and read these instructions.
But the quarter moon outside my
window was telling a different story.
So was the clock on my phone, which
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I opened the box. The contents were
a little disappointing. I’m sure I did not
look nearly as thrilled as that character
had led me to believe I would.
There was long list of instructions
that looked exactly like the instructions
to any board game along with four
little plastic bottles filled with mystery
substances: one had the consistency
of tapioca pudding, one was pitch black,
one looked like regular silver glitter,
and one was obviously full of water.
There was a fifth bottle as well, but it
had apparently leaked because there was
nothing in it. There were also three glass
orbs about the size of my fist, each with
a little stopper painted to look like a
cartoon sun.
I poked listlessly at the junk for
a while before resigning myself to the
fact that I was going to have to read the
instructions.
Great. I’d never been one for
reading the instructions and I had an
apartment full of improperly assembled
Ikea furniture to prove it.
A list of what the box should include
was located conveniently right at the top
of the page. It wasn’t particularly helpful.
This was already shaping up to be as
successful as my furniture building.

One (1) Vial of Existence

Sara Serkownek

FICTION
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read 11:47 p.m. It was almost Sunday.
I considered going to bed, but I wasn’t
really that tired, after all, and I didn’t
have anything that I needed to do
tomorrow morning. So I sat right back
down to create my universe.
I began by uncorking one of the
Universe Trappers™. The instructions
hadn’t bothered to tell me which vial held
what, so I was going to have to guess.
Not that it mattered, since it hadn’t given
me any particular order or amount to
use either.
I added the water first, putting in
about six drops. Then came the silver
sparkles, which I assumed was either the
Atmosphere or the Hope. The tapioca
substance dribbled out—I was fairly
sure that it was Existence. That left
Doubt and Confusion, which flowed like
mercury. The last bottle I just left in the
box, seeing as it was empty.
Feeling a little ridiculous, I shook
the orb.
The substances collided and
changed. The container grew warm.
And then I knew it. I knew it all.
The future of my universe. My universe
that I had created without Hope. I had
to watch it come to fruition, despite
knowing it couldn’t survive. 		
The substances mixed and erupted
into tiny, unfading fireworks. The thin
tendrils of light linked together in a
vast root system that pulsed like veins.
The entire thing was throbbing in my
hand. But the throbs were weakening,
becoming flutters. Some of the light
stems darkened, then broke off and fell
to the bottom of the orb. A tiny burst of
light exploded out of one of the tendril
intersections; there, in that little corner
of my universe, was the potential for

life. I focused on it and found a planet,
a diminutive orange and purple ball. I
watched life crawl out of its seas, only to
collapse immediately upon the gravelly
shores. Over and over and over, and still
more pieces of the universe surrounding
it were sinking, black and dead. Soon,
only the planet was left, floating alone in
the void. The seas dried up, and it turned
a nasty shade of brown before crumbling
to dust. For a second, I was holding a
vessel of dead universe. Then it
too dissolved.
It left me with the feeling of
forgetting something important.
I stood up and looked out the
window. Daylight shone back at me. I
wasn’t even surprised. I felt years older.
I grabbed my phone. Predictably,
it was dead, so I plugged it in and went
to the fridge to grab the breakfast
of champions: leftover veggie pizza.
Instead, I was greeted by slices so moldy
that they could probably classify as a life
form. That was a little weird, considering
I had gotten it on Monday. Had they
somehow given me an old pizza? Was my
fridge malfunctioning?
My phone suddenly chimed its
resurrection. Then screamed its influx of
messages. I was beyond bewildered. I
was not this popular. Something must
have happened.
Nothing had happened. Except that
my friends, professors, and boss were
wondering where I was. I had missed my
brunch date with my former roommates
on Sunday. Not a big deal, as I had
forgotten about that anyway. I hadn’t
gone to class Monday. A bigger deal, but
I was a model student. My professors
would cut me some slack. I hadn’t shown
up to open the bookstore today. That
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It left me with the feeling of pure
exuberance that comes with getting away
with breaking the rules.
It was now 2:00 p.m. on Thursday,
according to my phone, which I left
plugged in this time. I had three missed
calls from my mom and various other
texts and emails wishing me a speedy
recovery. I called my mom, sounded sick
enough that she believed my lie, but
not so sick she’d drive the four hours
to take care of me. It was a fine line
that I was treading.
I considered cooking something,
but after surveying my empty fridge,
I decided against that. Besides, I was
cooking up universes. So I grabbed one
of the many takeout menus from the
fridge door at random, accepted that fate
wanted me to eat pizza again and called
in my usual.
At 7:33 p.m., I began my third
universe. This would have to be my last
one, seeing as my box had been missing a
Universe Trapper™.
Without Doubt and Confusion,
my previous universe had had nothing
to slow it down. It had been unable to
handle the force of its own positivity. I
guess there was a legitimate reason all of
these things were included.
I poured the remainder of each vial
into the orb. It was all or nothing.
It was all.
This universe, my last universe,
was perfect. I could see its potential,
the millions of years of formation it
would undergo to produce its first
life, the millions of years of evolution
that life would undergo to produce a
dominant form, that forms wars, its
peace, the gradual fraying of societies to
be re-knitted into new, better, stronger
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wasn’t great. But I honestly thought
I wasn’t on the schedule to work
until Tuesday.
Oh.
Today was Tuesday.
I called, texted, and emailed
everyone back. I had the flu, I had gone
to the doctor, I should be back to normal
in about a week, I was very contagious,
don’t worry about me.
With that settled, I was eager to try
this whole creation thing again. I didn’t
feel the least bit tired or hungry or like
I needed to pee. All I could think about
was my next universe.
I had to change something, though.
I pondered over my orb and little
bottles for a while before turning to the
empty vial. A universe couldn’t exist
without hope. I knew that now. But,
unfortunately, I was fresh out.
But maybe…
I remembered my dad always saying
that hope is invisible. Was this kit that
cheesy? I picked up the empty vial.
Except that it definitely had weight and
felt warm on my palm.
They should have mentioned
that whole invisibility thing in the
instructions.
I decided to leave out the Doubt and
Confusion this time.
I added the other ingredients.
I shook the Universe Trapper™. 		
Like last time, the substances collided
into fireworks. Only now they were like
real fireworks, bursting then fading
immediately. They were exploding by
the millions. The light was practically
blinding, and the orb grew so hot I began
to worry that it was going to burn my
hands. But before I decide on what to do,
the Universe Trapper™ imploded.
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civilizations, the unimaginable number
of years that would pass before it reached
true harmony and then died quietly its
sleep, long after life was gone. It would
be perfection. It was already perfection.
Without being aware of it, I had
stood up.
Cupping my flawless universe in my
hands, knowing I was its god.
I could tell you it was heavy with the
weight of its future. I could tell you my
hands were sweaty and shaking. It would
make perfect sense, after all. I could
tell you letting it fall was an accident.
It hit the nice hardwood floor that had
been the reason I’d rented the place. It
shattered into a thousand pieces. It didn’t
make a sound, but it left me with the
feeling that I was human. It was 11:47
p.m. It was almost Sunday.
I went to bed.

Happy Trails
Hannah Rials

Today is finally the day. I watch as my
beautiful wife readies herself in the
morning. The early bird chooses her
and my favorite blouse that shows her
true beauty, even through her tears
and frustration. She secures the golden
necklace around her neck where our
wedding bands hang. She pinches her
cheeks, as she always has, to bring about
a red blush. Her hair is combed and her
lips are painted. She looks in the mirror,
but I pretend she’s looking at me. God,
I love that woman.
Our oldest son will be here soon to
pick us up. She sits silently in her chair
with her sketchpad and waits out the
next hour.
I hear the footsteps down the hall
before she does, but it’s more feet than I
expected. The door covered with pictures
of our grandchildren opens and in walks
a surprise—our granddaughter. We’ve
only seen her a few times in her life. My
heart fills with joy as I watch my wife’s
face light up with excitement. I’ve been
so worried about her that I haven’t
taken the time to figure out this
wonderful surprise.
My wife’s eyes water as I stay silent,
watching this beautiful reunion transpire.
The rest of them file in—my oldest son,
daughter-in-law, my two daughters, and
my younger granddaughter. She looks at
me, sitting in my chair, and smiles but
says nothing.
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silently behind, of sitting heavily on my
loved ones’ shoulders. I listen carefully
to the words of my wife’s poem, to the
words she manages through her tears.
My daughter opens the small white
box and pulls out a clear plastic bag. My
darling wife reaches into the plastic bag
and pulls out a handful of my ashes—
gray and fine as silt. As she spreads her
fingers apart, I feel myself releasing,
floating almost. Our children take their
own handfuls and walk farther up the
trail, leaving my dust in their wake.
As more of my ashes are spread, the
higher I float. My darling wife is the one
to throw the last of me. As I leave her
hand and settle into the trail, my soul
joins with my heavenly self…finally.
I feel the presence of God, of the love
I’ve surrounded myself with. I smile,
thanking the good Lord and my
good family.
My musician pulls out her ukulele,
and together, my family sings “Happy
Trails” to me. With their voices leading
me forward, I take my final hike through
the Appalachian Trail leading to Maine.
“Happy trails—to you
Till we meet a-gain!”
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My oldest son, always timely, ushers
everyone out the room and into the car. I
follow behind quietly. I don’t quite know
where we’re going—somewhere along the
Appalachian Trail, my favorite.
The drive is loud—six women all
gabbing over each other. I see my son’s
headache escalating along with the
misery in his heart that will hopefully
soon be released. My wife is silent, her
eyes misting over as the car pulls into a
small lot by the creek.
As we all step out of the car, meeting
up with my other son’s family, I smile
at the peacefulness of the trail. My wife
grips her walker with sturdy hands and
a determination to make it over the
rocky path.
My oldest son walks with a small
box, a box I recognize all too well.
My family walks a ways down the
Appalachian Trail, a sense of mourning
settling in. We stop at a roundabout in
the trail, making sure to stay within the
trees marked with white stripes—
the Appalachian.
I watch quietly as four of my five
children surround my wife. My oldest
daughter slowly pushes her glasses up
her nose as she reaches for the small box.
Our grandchildren arrange themselves
in a semicircle, their smart phones out
for pictures and tears in their eyes.
I take a moment to look at each of
them—my successful world traveler, my
stubborn student, my musician, and my
sweetheart. Goodbye, my dears.
Then it starts.
Today is the day that I am finally set
free, after four long years of following
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Carl took the steps of his, his,
two-story house one at a time. Each
footstep cracked through the hollow
house. He let gravity carry him to the
empty living room. This is all he had
now: his natural, habitual actions, and
the stupid Yorkie.			
He hated that animal. High pitched
yapping at three a.m. to go out. He’d put
a bullet in it, if he was allowed to own
a gun. He could now, but that thought
scared him. Carl’s only desire was coffee.
He stutter-stepped around a clean square
on the floor. Not too long ago an end
table stood there and he’d tripped over
it several times in the past. The house
phone and a wedding picture sat on top,
but it was all gone now. Gentle tapping
followed Carl into the kitchen.
“Shut up, dog,” Carl said, spinning
on his heels to stare at the wiry-haired
dust-bunny. His face flushed. Even the
sound of the dog’s nails on the hardwood
drove him mad. He had wanted carpet,
but the dog pooped and peed on it and
Carl had been forced to rip it up.
He ran his hand over the marble
counter top. His unshaven face was
reflected in the dark rock—another
expense that had come from his pocket.
Digging through the empty cabinets, he
hoped to find the percolator he’d left in
the mahogany cave.
“Shut up dog,” Carl said.
The dog hadn’t made a noise.

Carl wished it had so that he’d have
someone to talk to. The five-bedroom
house loomed around him. Each room
contained nothing. Dust refused to settle
in the house. Deep in the dark, Carl’s
hand wrapped around a wooden handle.
He brought the old coffee pot out of the
cabinet and flipped up the faucet to hear
something other than the silence. The
water filled the percolator. Brown stains
marked the metal pot. He bought it in
college and hadn’t used it since he got
married. He couldn’t drink the whole
pot, but it was his, so who gives a crap.
He may have shared some with the dog
if he didn’t hate it so much. He emptied
the store brand bag of coffee into the
metal filter and placed it in the
capsule of water.
Placing it on the burner, he turned
it up to high. The metal coils grew red.
Carl went to every cabinet, opening each
one. He walked to the refrigerator and
pulled open the door. Nothing. All he
had was the percolator and the Yorkie.
The last five years of his life had left him
with shit. Carl gripped one door in his
hand and flung it back against
its cabinet. The wood cracked loudly.
The dog whimpered as it hid in the
laundry room.
Two days ago the laundry would
have clunked with a load, the dryer
ringing, completing the harmony. Two
days ago, there would have been a coffee
cup in the four-hundred dollar cabinets.
Two months ago, he wouldn’t have let
her go to that interview.
The water in the percolator absorbed
the heat and boiled.
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The glass door opened with a whine and
slammed shut on its springs. Carl sat
back down on his stoop and took a sip of
black coffee.
The Yorkie came up to Carl and
scratched at his hand. Carl bit his tongue
and the dog hopped onto his lap. From
the stoop, a cement walkway wound
through fresh sod to a paved driveway.
Carl thought he could see the tire
impression where the U-Haul had sat.
The dog sniffed the coffee and barked
once more.
“Shut up,” Carl said, pulling the dog
close to his chest.
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The wood floor in the living room
was scuffed. Beneath the high ceilings
—the ones Carl still hadn’t painted the
same bright blue as the rest of the walls
—lay the faded wood slats Carl was
supposed to have replaced. She took all of
the coffee cups, but left the replacement
slats and the dog. He barked an excited
hello when Carl looked down at him. It
wagged its white tail, and lightly stepped
from foot to foot.
Carl went out front leaving the dog
inside. Its ears folded down and it barked
after him. The rusted van was all he had
left. He slid the side door open with a
bang. We had to drive all the way up
state to get the feather duster. We had to
buy it from a breeder. It had to be the one
with the pink nose. Carl tore apart the
back of his truck talking to himself.
Under the seat of he found a
Styrofoam cup. It had a small hole in the
side and the rim had a chunk missing,
but it was a cup. He didn’t bother closing
the door. What did he have worth
taking? He washed the cup and poured it
full. Without milk or sugar, he stepped
outside to enjoy the coffee on the stoop.
It was quiet outside—a different
quiet than inside. It was open outside.
The sun shone strong and bright on his
skin. Even the bitterness of the coffee
tasted better outside. The dog ran his
front paws over the glass continuously.
The nonstop knocking patted its way
into Carl’s nerves. He stood up and
took a breath. The dog’s nails scraped
the glass. He refused to let the stupid
dog ruin the only sanctuary he’d found.
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“He’s coming home today,” Joyce
thought. It was a late September day,
leaves just now starting to bend at their
stems, heavy and ready to fall. The colors
of the world shed their summer hues
and embraced the crimson and yellow
undertones of fall. The sky stretched
on for miles, without a cloud in sight,
allowing the birds to fly free into open
space. Joyce had been pacing around the
room in her best evening dress. Her attire
was as red as her lipstick, contrasting
with the white Paving Grace heels she
had on. Her hair was up in a ponytail,
loose curls gracing her shoulders, and
her perfume smelled of sweet roses and a
warm summer’s breeze.
She had not seen Clyde since his
deployment. He had left two years ago
and she had only the presence of the
letters that he often wrote her. He did
not want to come home until the war was
announced over and until he knew that
he had done all he could to protect his
country and his wife. Having butterflies
would be an understatement to how
she felt. Whether this was excitement
or anxiety, Joyce had not yet decided.
Nonetheless, she had the house set.
Each room looked like it had come
straight out of an American Home
magazine. Shelves and frames dusted,
a bouquet of flowers thriving with color
sat atop the dining room table, cushions
and pillows all fluffed, candles lit and

a warm meal ready to eat. Joyce made his
favorite: roast beef with carrots, potatoes,
green beans and warm rolls that flaked
into thin pieces like paper. Clyde loved
the way the roast melted on his tongue,
like cotton candy, and how the au jus
soaked into the potatoes and carrots
like a sponge absorbing water. Joyce was
nervous to prepare this meal, not for him,
but for her. She used to know the recipe
by heart, but that memory had collected
dust, just like all the rooms had.
Joyce could not recall the last time
she used the dining room, the living
room or even when she used the entire
kitchen for more than thirty minutes.
This used to be her daily regimen, her
step by step routine, but now it was
all new to her. Joyce had not worn a
farthingale in years and she had only
ever worn one around Clyde. She didn’t
have anyone to impress once Clyde
left and she never wanted to wear it to
work. And now this thing, that once
seemed so normal and so comfortable,
sat uncomfortably around Joyce’s hips;
prohibiting her from sitting down. Thus,
Joyce began to pace. Joyce hadn’t worn
a nice evening dress in months and the
last time she could recall looking so
prestigious was at Betty’s Christmas
party this past year.
“Oh! Joyce! You look lovely! Such a
turnaround from wearing those trousers,
huh?” Betty said while handing Joyce
a Hurricane Cocktail. Joyce faintly
crinkled her nose with disgust, so no one
would notice, and set the drink aside.
She did not like the taste of rum and was
sickened by the taste of it, considering
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knowing dirt and dust. Betty was made
to be a housewife. Everything was in
order: her clothes, her looks, her speech
and persona were made to be in a home,
waiting for a loving husband to come
home to.
“I’ll make him all of his favorite
meals, but I’ll be the best dish!” The
women all cheered and clapped while
they each took a drink from their
Hurricanes. Joyce stood there, looking at
all of these women and felt dejected.
“All of these women, hard working
women, want to go back to doing
nothing?” Joyce thought.
“Joyce, are you okay, honey?” Sally
said, once she noticed Joyce’s faint
expression. All the women stopped
chatting to face the spotlight that had
fallen upon Joyce.
“This is a party! You are supposed to
be having fun, remember?” Betty said as
she lightly nudged Joyce with her elbow.
“Well, go ahead, flap your lips! You
look like you have something to say.”
Betty said with a smile as she held up
her glass, a gesture proposing that Joyce
make a speech.
“We have a career.” Joyce said. If
a few people weren’t paying attention
earlier, it didn’t matter; everyone’s
full attention was on Joyce now. “We
understand and create the mechanics
behind aircraft. We not only lift our men
up with encouragement through every
written and sent letter, but we literally
lift them up! We are helping our men,
our country, with this war. And, after all
we have done, conquered and created…
you want to go back to cooking, cleaning,
and having your hair and makeup perfect
for your man? For your country?” The
room fell as silent as the cold crisp
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that was the only booze anyone had at a
party anymore. Betty’s home smelled of
Christmas. Tinsel was hung around the
banisters and fireplaces, red candles lit,
and a beautiful tree trimmed with red
and silver in front of the doorway. The
room was full of ten women or so, all of
whom worked with Joyce.
“I don’t mind the pants so much,
Betty. I find it more comfortable to sit
without having to adjust my skirt every
few minutes,” Joyce said smiling while
everyone laughed and gave a nod of
agreement. This annual party was always
interesting. Only on occasion would a
man or two show up to Betty’s party,
but most men knew that it was just bad
business if they did.
“Can you believe it?” Sally, who
stood next to Joyce at work, said. “Only
nine more months until our men come
home!” All the women around squealed,
sighed, or did a bebop in place.
“Just think, we will be at home
doing what we do best! Cooking,
cleaning, and getting the home ready
for our husbands. I cannot wait for that
simple life again.” Betty said while
staring off into her daydream. Betty
looked beautiful, as usual. She wore
one of the many elegant dresses that
silhouetted her body perfectly. It was
emerald and twinkled off of the candle
light every time she moved. It revealed
her neck, showing off the slightest
hint of her collar bone. Her long silver
earrings swept across her shoulders, and
her hair was done in a French twist with
a floral bobby pin that looked like it
had been plucked straight from a
flourishing garden.
Her home was beautiful and looked
like it had never had the graces of
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night outside. Only the flicker from the
candles was heard and shuffling of a few
unsteady and uncomfortable feet.
“We are women,” Betty said sternly.
“It is our job to be there for our husbands
and have the home ready... If it weren’t
for us, then who would?”
All the women in the room looked
at one another and nodded in agreement.
Joyce was flabbergasted.
“If it weren’t for us, then who would
have had those planes functioning and
ready for our troops as they set out for
battle? If it weren’t for us, who would
have kept our government and society
running as our men sacrifice their lives
for their women back home? Do you
think they would want to fight for their
woman and come back to find that all
we have to offer is knowing how to
measure a cup of flour? Or would they
want to see strong women who know
power-to-weight ratio on a radial engine
that has only one crank throw per row of
cylinders on a small crank case?”
Joyce took in a deep breath and
noticed that none of these women
understood or felt the same. Joyce had
gained this sense of worth, this sense of
independence and discovery, once Clyde
had left. Joyce realized that she was not
made to be a cookie cutter wife, but a
strong woman who supports her husband
with doing what gives her a sense of
self-worth.
What a silent night this Christmas
party had become. Betty’s face was
expressionless, except for the slight
clenching of her jaw on the right side of
her blushed cheek.
“You want to flip your wig at my
party? Go right ahead, but what are you
going to do once Clyde gets home, huh?

Are you going to keep working, looking
like a total grease monkey? Because, I
assure you, that look will never give you
kids!” Betty snapped, words thrown like
knives straight towards Joyce’s heart.
Some women looked at one another,
wide eyed, in shock. Others whispered
to one another while bringing their
hands to their mouths, as if those words
had fallen out of their own lips. Betty
knew, they all knew. Joyce had wanted
children. She wanted a baby of her own;
a beautiful mixture of herself and the
man she loved. Along their relationship,
Joyce was expecting, but didn’t expect
the pregnancy to fail. This happened
two more times before Clyde made
the decision to start a family after he
returned from war. Joyce agreed, but
this only created worry and doubt in
Joyce’s mind.
		“Maybe Clyde doesn’t want any
children? What if I cannot have children
at all?” Joyce had thought one evening
while Clyde was listening to the news on
the wireless in the living room.
“What is a woman, what is the
purpose of a woman, if she cannot bear
children?” This thought frightened Joyce
and it had completely engulfed her once
Clyde left. Only until she applied and
started working at the factory did this
fear subside. Joyce wrote to Clyde
about her working and he was
nothing but supportive.
“There is so much more to a
woman.” Joyce began to say to herself as
she learned the gears, screws, and bolts
to an Arado Ar E.530 engine.
Joyce’s attention came back to the
present and she stared directly into the
eyes of Betty Williams. Joyce let the last
few words from Betty hang in the air,
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“I wonder what he will think.” Joyce said
to herself.
Suddenly, there was a shadow that
crept across the hard wood, coming from
the stained glass windows of the front
door. Joyce quickly walked towards the
door as it flew open, and there, standing
before her is Clyde. He dropped his
bearings and swept her up in his arms as
they both laughed. Tears, pooling from
both of their eyes slowly crept into the
corners of their smiles. He gave her a
long and well deserved kiss, while they
continued saying how much they had
missed one another and how much they
loved one another.
“Oh, I’m so glad to be home! To be
home, here with you baby-doll!” Clyde
said with his contagious grin.
Later, they both sat down for
dinner. Clyde moaned with satisfaction
as he took every meat and potato filled
bite. However, Joyce was quiet. She was
partially quiet so she wouldn’t interrupt
Clyde from enjoying his meal, but mainly
because she knew she had to tell him.
She had to tell him that she could not
spend her days at home cooking and
cleaning when there was so much she
could do outside of being a housewife.
Clyde began to tell her his stories and
experiences from war.
“Darling, was it hard?” Joyce said
while coyly poking at her uneaten food.
“Oh, we almost lost the world we
once knew,” Clyde said while he stared
off into the distance, recapping the pain
and triumph he had endured.
“Darling, it is not the same world we
once knew,” Joyce said, her voice a little
shaken with nerves with what was about
to come. Clyde looked at her eagerly,
searching for the meaning behind her
words.
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only allowing Betty to look like a total
fool for saying something so injurious.
That was something Clyde had taught
her once the news came out about Joyce’s
second miscarriage.
“You don’t let what they say get to
you, okay? You are strong, Joyce Marie
Taylor. You just let what they say hang in
the air and tell them ‘That’s just a bunch
of bum-rap,’” he said as he leaned over
to kiss Joyce on the forehead. He wiped
away the tear that fell on her cheek and
gave her a contagious smile that could
easily be a mile wide. He comforted her
and told her that they would try again.
“If it’s not in our future to have crazy
kids, then we will just have to spend the
rest of forever driving each other crazy.”
This made Joyce laugh out the rest of her
tears until her eyes were dry.
Sally quickly tried to cover
Betty’s blow.
“Joyce, she didn’t mean that…she ,”
Sally said, but Joyce was already walking
towards the door. And that was the end
of that. Joyce continued working hard
and only a few women, such as Sally,
continued speaking with Joyce after the
Christmas incident.
Joyce shook her head from the
memory and wiped the sweat that had
pooled upon her upper lip.
“I need to focus. Breathe, Joyce,
breathe. Clyde will be here any
minute now.”
Joyce walked around the room once,
and then twice, making sure everything
was in its place. Her excitement for
Clyde continued grow. To see the man
that she loves and to hear all about his
accomplishments only made Joyce smile.
She was so eager to hear of his tales, but
she was most anxious about telling
him hers.
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“As you know, I’ve been working,”
Joyce continued as Clyde’s attention
never left.
“I have been working hard, real
hard Clyde. I work every day at the
factory and I come home beat. But, I
love it. I love knowing that I can do so
much more than make a meal like this,”
Joyce motioned at the table full of food,
“and I love knowing that I can do so
many things for myself, for you,
and for others.”
Clyde continued to look at her and,
with each passing word, a smile crept
across his face.
“Clyde, I want to keep working.
Women can work and we have been
working since the war started. I don’t
want to stay at home and wait around
all day for a speck of dust to land on the
floor just so I can get up and clean it.
That is not living!” Joyce began to really
feel empowered. She paused because
Clyde’s smile, his contagious smile, was
as clear as day on his face.
Clyde looked at Joyce with his
loving eyes and began to nod his head.
He put a fork full of meat and potatoes
in his mouth, smiled, and said, “You are
strong, Joyce Marie Taylor.”

Again

Amber Daugherty
I open my eyes to the stars.
I see clouds, wispy, delicate things.
The moon shines through them like
a lantern.
Her.
What? Who said that?
The breeze is warm and moist, as
if it should have rained but never did;
it sticks to my skin, and bits of dirt and
leaves blow in my face. Several pieces
of paper lie stagnant on the ground,
unperturbed.
Where am I?
I am on my back, my arms open
wide. I blink once, hard, and feel like
I should know something, a nagging
sensation at the back of my mind. I try
to prop myself up; my back resists. It
feels as if something slammed into my
spine, splintering my vertebrae. My
pupils dilate and I gasp for air, but just
as quickly the sensation vanishes, my
muscles loosen; I rest my weight on my
elbows, watching the sky.
Why am I here?
There’s a throbbing behind my eyes
and my vision blurs; it looks like I’m
seeing the world through a film of tears.
I blink again, rapidly, and shake my
head. A painful pulse in my temple and
my sight clears, the fog fading away like
the wrenching in my back.
I shift to my knees and scan my
surroundings. Buildings are thrust out
upward from the asphalt, pillars that
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because it resembles something I know
that this disturbs me so. Everything
seems wrong, cherry blossoms grey
instead of pink. Why can’t I remember?
What happened to me? Is it normal for a
person to not have any memories? Am I
worrying over nothing? Then why is no one
else here? Am I the only one?
. . . Who am I?
Am I Nobody? I am Nameless.
God, my name—I can’t . . . Who was I?
I struggle with the panic. Why?
What is happening to me? My mind draws
blank slates; their lidless eyes stare
indifferently at me.
Perhaps this is a joke, or worse, an
experiment. Maybe some mad scientist
from the Hollywood movies kidnapped
me one night and tampered with my
mind. Perhaps I am dreaming, or perhaps
I’ve gone mad. I knit my eyebrows
together, furiously trying to the find the
memories that accompany the knowledge
of “Hollywood”. Where did I hear that
name? Did I go there? Is it even a place?
Yes, something inside of me says,
it’s a place. It isn’t so much a voice as a
feeling of confirmation. My head throbs
at the effort of my thinking; logic so
confusing it hurts my brain. Rubbing my
temples, I decide to ignore who I was and
instead focus on my present situation.
I haven’t moved from where I first
awakened, but I steel myself, raising my
foot hesitantly, biting my lips, slamming
my heel down hard on the pavement.
A puff of dust, dissipated somehow by
the listless wind; other than that, there
is no disturbance. I take another step,
still not wholly convinced I wasn’t being
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extend to points high above me. I notice,
too, a break in the urban sprawl: a small
park a block or so away. The trees are
not swaying in the wind, leaves not
fluttering, grass not bowing; the aroma
of flowers doesn’t suffuse the air, verdant
colors don’t exist. They seem dulled, as
if a perpetual shadow was draped like a
blanket over them. It all seems different,
somehow, but the difference eludes me.
Did parks always look like this? Glancing
around, I begin to apply this disquieting
suspicion to most everything here: the
buildings are monotonous and gloomy,
sucked of color by a celestial straw; the
air is stale and grey. A brownish red,
dirty white, subdued yellow—everything
is a depressing shade of a color that
should be brighter, everything except me.
My heart hurts, emotions I have
no name for. Why am I feeling like this?
I swallow a lump in my throat, trying
to force out of my system the void. It is
unnatural; at least, I think it is unnatural.
Truly, I can’t think at all. No, that isn’t
it . . . I concentrate—yes, two plus two is
four, and the earth is round, not the center
of the universe. But how? How do I know
these things? Thoughts come naturally,
information embedded in my mind, and
I realize what the true problem is: I can’t
remember anything.
What’s going on?
I struggle to find answers that
don’t exist.
Why am I here? Where is here?
Pushed. Her.
Did I just think that?
The city looks like nothing I know,
unfamiliar and foreign. Perhaps it’s
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pranked or observed by a scientist in the
shadows, but no, I am alone, and nothing
of consequence happens.
I relax, sigh, walk forward with
more confidence, spotting a cherry red
can of Coke near my feet—I think I
used to drink this—and I kick it once. It
goes flying, and I smile and turn away
before it catches my eye. The can floats
suspended in the atmosphere several feet
away, a dark maroon suffusing its surface.
What the . . . ?
I hesitantly walk toward it, fairly
certain defying the laws of gravity
is abnormal. I lick my lips, debating
whether or not I should touch it, before
my instincts say messing around with
anomalies is a wise thing to do. I reach
out with my index finger and touch the
can, yelping and scrabbling backwards as
it regains its cheery color and drops flatly
to the ground, ignoring that it should
have continued its parabolic journey. My
heart races at this atrocious breach in my
expectations, and I recklessly kick
it again.
It skitters away, but slows after
about ten feet, as if the air has the
consistency of syrup, before stopping
altogether. Its color dims the farther it
gets from me and I flinch as it finally
turns to grey.
My head throbs. My heart hurts
again. This shouldn’t be happening—it’s
impossible! I am worried and I turn to
flee, but see the whole of the phantom
city spread out endlessly before me.
Anxiety overrides my common sense;
panic commandeers my body; adrenaline
burns nerve endings. I spin in circles,

trying to find where to run, but the
discontinuities of this world overwhelm
my rationale and I sprint frantically in
one direction, turning aimlessly
down unknown streets and going
absolutely nowhere.
I round a corner and find myself
back in the intersection where I regained
consciousness.
For the first time, a sense of
familiarity strikes me: This is . . . the
meeting of Main and 5th Street? I turn—
a nauseating wave of vertigo—and find
the street signs. Yes, I affirm, Thank God.
But everything is still dulled, nothing
moves, no people walk; Why here? Why is
everything so different?
I hear hollow whisperings sigh
through the greyscale streets.
Pushed. Stranger. Her.
Tell me what happened.
Fell. Broken. Pain. Her.
Whatever held time in place finally
ceases, and the world regains its vibrancy.
Cars and taxis and buses and trucks
speed through the intersection, horns
blaring, tires spinning. People appear—
how had I missed them all?—walking
and talking and going about their lives,
ignoring each other and me, who stands
confused on the sidewalk. I think I must
be mad.
The pedestrian sign changes across
the street, illuminating the androgynous
walking figure. What is wrong with me?
Have I always felt like this? Perhaps.
Aimlessly, I begin crossing,
maneuvering around the crowd, feeling
directionless and numb. The voices of
the city coming into garbled mumbling
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the brokenness in my torso, I scream.
Vehicles pay no heed, proceeding
mercilessly over me with engines roaring
and snarling, their suffocating exhaust
burning my perforated lungs.
Thought and action desert me. I lay
there motionless and uncomprehending
as cars run me over without touching my
body, as my skin becomes smooth,
as my bones become unbroken. I fall
asleep staring at the sky but seeing
only her face.
I open my eyes to the stars.
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that fills my ears. I ignore it, brush it
away, but the noise grows louder, the din
intensifies; discordance breaks against
my mind. I wince, heart rate increasing,
blood pressure rising, cradling my head
and shouting; hissing and breathing down
my neck, the whisperings begin anew.
Speeding. Pushed. Broken. Blood. Her.
Her . . . I remember:
She was walking across the street. I
saw a necklace hidden by the collar of her
shirt, a thin, dainty thing. I wasn’t sure why
I noticed it and not her eyes or the freckles
on her nose, and she blushed when she saw
me looking. I must have averted my gaze,
glanced back; she was smiling now. We were
drawing closer. She was flying backwards.
When I get to the middle of the
road, I feel an inexplicable urge to reach
out in front of me, to push against the
air. My arms raise; something unseen
slams me thirty feet across the asphalt,
my body dragging underneath.
The truck meant for her hit me
instead. She fell as I fell halfway across the
intersection.
Gravel lacerates my skin. The pain
crashing through my nerves—I feel like I
am on fire.
I landed on my back, broken arms
splayed wide.
My body seething hot in unnatural
places, muscles spasm; spinal fluid spills
onto the street.
Terrible heat spread throughout my
body as blood poured between bruised
organs. Bones jutted out at odd places. My
spine folded in half, heart thump-thumping
out of my chest . . .
My heart rending itself against
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Second Star to
the Right
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They kept him hidden under
disappointed sighs and thin smiles,
banishing him to a half-life when they
murmured, “Oh, he’s no one, dear.”
Saying it made it true. He was no one,
he was nothing, he was spirit, fumes,
and smoke.
They swept him under the rug like
startled hostesses, realizing they had
forgotten to get rid of offending dirt.
With slight curtsies and hasty apologies,
they welcomed me as a guest and led me
to a seat, trampling his grave of Persian
carpet. I shifted my eight-year-old
body for a more comfortable fit, but the
armchair was stiff with lies.
Our meeting held many firsts. He
was the first man I’d seen with hair
longer than mine, and the first man who
smoked—really smoked with a cigarette
and everything—in front of me. My face
flamed when he cussed, but I liked the
way he swished the word down with his
Miller Lite, his lips curling into a smile
when my mother hissed at him.
His stringy mane and beard were
almost regal, and his eyes were green
as seaweed and as murky as Louisiana
swamp water. A disciple of the sea and
a loiterer of the docks, the air around
him was distinctly salty. Without a net
to mend or an oyster to crack, his rough
hands found his pack of Camels and lit
up. After the first time, he was careful

to hide them from me, but I spied on
him when he slipped into the garage,
watching as he puffed clouds of nicotine.
Hidden in the haze, unbridled at last,
dreams could be dwelt on, and desires
could tiptoe out of dark crevices. There
was no shame in his smoke—only
obscurity. Unseen in the fog, he was no
one, he was nothing, but he was free.
So free that he floated up and out of
society’s sphere and into another world.
When the encounter was cut short,
they tried to render him bodiless and
fashion him into a ghost once more, but I
had already touched him and decided he
was very much alive. His strong bones —
oiled at the joints with whisky and gin—
hummed with an infectious boyishness.
Peter Pan of the Sea, vanquisher of the
clean and tidy, he sprinkled ash like pixie
dust and became the stuff of legend.
He was a legend, because people of
his ilk were hearsay and rumor—never
seen but spoken of in whispers.
I lived in a fortress built on a
foundation of rules and regulations,
barred from the world’s dangers and
vices. My world was safe; controlled. His
divergence from that world horrified, but
enticed me.
I’d become a giantess by our second
meeting—10-year-olds were practically
adults—and I resolved to stick to him
like a suckerfish, even if the respectable
relatives shooed me away in hopes of
preserving my virtue. During the drive
to my aunt’s house, Grandma said he
smelled like a barbeque pit, but I thought
he smelled like s’mores—I had always
liked mine burnt.
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Now in his patched up trailer, he
waits for the pixies to spirit him away.
We wait for the phone call, for the
death of someone forever young.
And I am left to wonder if
chemotherapy is a fair price to pay for a
life of sweet, reckless abandon.
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Peter Pan was playing cool today,
legs propped up on a crate, cigarette
hanging from his lower lip, and I thought
if he weren’t so old, he would be the sort
of guy my friends would save dandelion
wishes for. His smile, now yellowed,
still had a lazy charm, and I wondered
how many girls once dreamed about that
impish grin.
I observed behind hooded lids as he
lounged, lying bare his secrets. Sunbaked skin from the docks, hair inspired
by rock bands, a stoic expression learned
from the Navy. I longed to steal his ash
tray, to toss the embers on the breeze,
and walk through a curtain of sparks,
emerging on the other side of society,
where nights were longer, but where
truth was shining, and freedom reigned.
I was toeing the ground, dragging
a line into the dirt, eying his half of the
world where the law was lawlessness,
and people did what they wanted simply
because they wanted it.
I wanted to step over the line.
So I did.
It wasn’t quite like Neverland, but it
wasn’t like the safety behind my mother’s
skirts either. I took greedy gulps of his
toxic, secondhand smoke, pretending I,
too, could conquer this king of killers.
He grinned, I grinned back, and I was
almost flying when the relatives returned
and dragged me back to the ground.
I never saw him again, but they
told me the cancer took half his tongue,
half his jaw, and all his pride. For a
fisherman, he didn’t know much about
lures—he was hooked from the first puff,
the first swig, the first jab of the needle.
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For Christmas, my mother bought me a
portable, fireproof safe. For some reason,
she didn’t like knowing that I kept my
tip money in a plastic jar on my dresser,
where anyone could see and take it. She
also said something about irresponsible
neighbors burning down the apartment
complex and my livelihood burning
down with it.
“Go to the bank more often,” she
said. “No.” I said.
So, she bought the safe.
Okay, Mother. You and your logic
win this round. I’ll be a responsible adult
by keeping my money and important
documents protected from the malicious
and the negligent.
The safe was perfect for all of two
nights, which is more than I can say for
many of the things and people in my life,
so I was happy. On the third night, I
opened the safe and placed my tip money
inside, organized neatly. Proud of how
much I was adult-ing, I shut the safe.
Wrong. The latch of the safe was
engaged, but the lid did not shut. Not
completely. “Okay…” I thought, eyeing
the two centimeters between top and
bottom lid suspiciously. “I’m sure this
won’t be a problem.”
Yeah, okay.
A very sweaty thirty minutes later,
I threw my keys across the room and
accepted my fate. After two days I had
already broken a fireproof safe. It was

never going to open again. I was going
to have to call a locksmith, or, at the very
least, their customer service hotline.
As with any good company, I
was forced to hold and listen to peppy
elevator music for at least twenty
minutes before I was able to talk to an
actual human being. This human
being was named Deena. Deena and I
are not friends.
I explained the issue as briefly as
possible, to which she responded, “Are
you using the correct key?”
I’m sorry, Deena, what are you
implying? Yes, I’m using the correct key.
I’m using the key that was given to me
with the safe. I’m using the only safe key
that I have. But, of course, I understand
you must deal with idiots that can’t tell
their keys apart all of the time, so I won’t
say any of this and answer politely.
Deena asks me to read the threedigit code on my key and then the threedigit code on the lock. What do you
know, they’re a match! I’ve been using
the correct key the entire time!
Deena has a moment of inspiration
and tells me that the latch must be
either broken or stuck, which sounded
incredibly like what I told her the
problem was, but I let it slide. Deena was
just doing her job. Now, after reading
reviews to this safe model online, I was
certain that Deena was going to tell me
to hire a locksmith. Nothing prepared
me for what she said next.
“I’m going to need you to break into
your safe.”
Deena, it’s a safe. I’m a lowly college
student and server. Nothing in my life
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My exact response: “You’ve got to be
shitting me.”
Apparently Deena doesn’t play
jokes because this wasn’t one. She tells
me she’ll wait on the line while I go
outside. Fortunately, I have a front porch
balcony and can drop it from there.
Unfortunately, I have new neighbors
moving in next door.
“Is this Myth Busters?” a middle
aged dad asks as I hold the twenty-pound
safe over the balcony.
No, this is not Myth Busters. This
is ridiculous.
Three times. I have to drop the
safe three times before it finally opens.
Three times I have to launch this safe
over the rails while my new neighbors
unashamedly watch. Three times I have
to race down the stairs and pick up the
piece of crap Deena dubs a “safe.” There
was nothing safe about this day.
On the third drop, my safe opens.
In all honesty, it was a beautiful moment.
The top and bottom lids became
detached and bounced in separate
directions. My passport landed in the
bushes. The title to my car whisked away.
And the money. The money looked like
New Year’s Eve confetti flying all across
the parking lot.
After chasing down all of my
valuables, I ran up the stairs to give
Deena the serial number she so
desperately needed. Panting and
victorious, I read her the code. She tells
me it’s incorrect. I read it again… and
again. She repeats it back to me and
proceeds to tell me that I’m wrong, that
the eight-digit-code I read her several
times was incorrect. There needs to be
a ninth digit. Well, I’m sorry, Deena.
There are only eight digits on this safe
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so far has prepared me to break into a
SAFE. Which shouldn’t be able to be
broken into? Okay, Deena, I’ll try. But
only because you need the serial number
conveniently placed inside of the safe
instead of outside where people can
actually access it.
Deena tells me to use a flathead
screwdriver and tells me “It should be
easy for you.” Excuse me, Deena, are
you calling me a criminal? Because most
of my encounters with the police have
been traffic violations and serving them
in restaurants. I have not led the life of
crime you’re implying that I have.
For more out of necessity than moral
support, Deena remains on the line with
me while I grapple with the safe. Chunks
of plastic are flying across my room
as I attempt to pry it open. She hears
the noise and tells me I must be doing
something wrong, it should easily come
apart. Instead of yelling at Deena and
telling her I don’t want to own a safe that
could “easily” be broken into, I decide she
is an idiot and grab a hammer instead of
the measly screwdriver she suggested.
Struggling would be an
understatement for my predicament. “Do
you have something more durable, like a
hammer?” Deena asks and I nearly lose
it. Instead, I call my roommate Cassie
into the room and enlist her help. I don’t
know if it was the hammer, the fact
that she had to leave for work, or the
deranged look in my eye, but she was
very hesitant to help me.
Deena finally tells me that she made
a mistake. The weak spot in the safe was
the thick, plastic hinge on the back of the
safe. My best bet to get the safe open was
to drop it from a high vantage point onto
concrete “like you can find outside.”
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and, quite frankly, I don’t really care
anymore. I have my possessions. I’ll read
you the code one more time to be nice
but that’s all you’re getting.
“Oh. Wait. Did you recently
purchase this safe?”
Yes, Deena. That’s exactly what I
meant at the beginning of this phone
call when I told you it was a Christmas
present and had worked for two days
before breaking. Christmas was six days
ago, how could you forget? Apparently
the eight-digit-code was for the newer
safes. Deena didn’t know. I won’t blame
her. She then tells me she’s going to send
me a replacement safe. She asks me if I
want pink or black. Knowing that I won’t
use a safe that’s so “easy” to break into, I
tell her she doesn’t need to send me one.
“So, pink?”

All the Time
Kate Melton

I was sent to Mindanao, the lower island
of the Philippines, on a medical mission
trip where my sixteen teammates and
I were split into groups of four and
assigned different villages to live in.
Greg, Molly, Lauren, and I were assigned
Tud-ol with our translator, Vonn. Of the
four teams, ours was the most rural. This
is where we spent two months without
running water or electricity. We filtered
our water by hand, cooked our food over
a fire for all three meals, and washed
our clothes in a bucket with water from
an underground well. Some days we did
medical checks like blood pressure and
talked about healthy living. With each
house we went into, we had open arms
wanting to get to know us as much as
we wanted to know them. The children
would grab our hands when we walked,
and they called me “Ate”: sister.
Many of their customs were
different from what I had ever
experienced. We had to take our shoes
off every time we would walk into a
house. It was disrespectful to enter
and track in mud from the outside.
One evening, during our first week
in the village, my team and I were all
so miserable from the high humidity
that we decided to take a bucket bath.
After we bathed in relief, we discovered
that the bucket we used was not a
communal bathing tub, but actually the
village’s drinking water. Our suds felt so
American, so foolish and insensitive.
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shrieking cries come from Koua Boy and
Ate Thorney’s house. I took off running,
breathlessly, shedding my shoes when
I made it to the door. The screams had
come from Crystal, their thirteen-yearold daughter. She sat on the wooden
floor in the kitchen—her body limp and
heaving from the lack of oxygen. I looked
around the room and saw Ate Mulet, Ate
Katherine, Marisol, and other women
from the village who crowded the room
to be there for her. I couldn’t bear to
see her alone on the floor not being held.
I moved across the small living room
to the kitchen and sat next to her. I
hugged her hard and we stayed like
that for a while. In that moment,
everything about the customs, and
rules, and culture, and skin tone faded
away and it was just her transparent
pain filling every part of the room.
With no words, she moved her body
to find a comfortable place to lay her
head on my lap. Her body was searing
hot and she was exhausted. Her black
hair clung in scattered circles to her
face and as I moved away each strand,
her crying slowly faded into small
hyperventilated whimpers. Slow tears
ran down her face cleaning the dirt from
her cheeks and making small, quiet lines.
I would catch a tear here and there and
gently wipe it away.
I didn’t have to ask what happened.
Her father had died on her thirteenth
birthday.
The atmosphere became more
serene, but the pain was still evident. I
stared at the walls of her home knowing
that her life would drastically change
without her father. I cried empathy tears
hating to see the pain she was bearing.
I had become attached to Crystal over
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Once, Koua Boy came to our door
with a swollen hand the size of an apple.
My teammate Greg examined him and
asked a few questions. He ended up
giving him some Benadryl, which was
the strongest medicine we had. Koua
means brother in the Filipino language
and Koua Boy was just that: a brother to
us. Greg even helped him dig a comfort
room for his family. I watched Koua Boy
climb a coconut tree just to give us a
treat. They lived right beside our hut and
my teammates and I lived in harmony
with their family.
There was an incredible woman in
the village: Ate Thorney, Koua Boy’s
wife. She would comment in broken
English how she could tell a difference
in the unity of the village since our
arrival. I didn’t feel like a tourist, and
they didn’t make me feel like one, either.
Tud-ol gradually and effortlessly,
became our home, too.
I remember when Ate Thorney
came over to our house and informed us
that Koua Boy was declining in health.
She told Vonn his symptoms, who
translated to us that he was suffering
from anaphylactic shock. His lungs were
filling with fluid and he was dying. Greg
and Vonn decided to go with a few other
men of the village to the hospital with
Koua Boy. He rode the horse while the
men hiked. They hiked about two and
a half miles in the rain before getting to
a truck that would transport him to the
hospital in Butuan City, two hours away.
The next morning we woke up
and talked about the night before.
Greg and Vonn told us of their hike,
their concerns, and how rough it was to
watch Koua suffer. All of a sudden, in
the middle of Greg’s sentence, I heard
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those two months and knew that saying
goodbye to her was going to be one of
the hardest things I had ever had to do.
I remember washing the dirt off of her
feet so that I could paint her toe nails a
pretty peach. I looked down and saw the
chipped polish, broken and jagged just
like the pieces of her heart. I wanted to
put them back together but that job was
too hard for me to do, so I just sat there
and held her.
I never realized the importance of
that heavy moment Crystal and I shared.
I returned back to the States and lost
my dad suddenly three months later to
suicide. My heart broke like hers, and I
screamed like her, and I went limp just
like her. I never knew that a kindred pain
could unite us across seas or that I would
really connect on the heart level with a
completely different culture. But we did
connect and we became family who cries
together, hurts together, and somehow
heals together.
As I waited in the airport lobby,
I thought back to one of my last walks
with Crystal. Carrying a jug of water she
turned to me with a genuine smile and
said, “Ate, God is good…”
I wondered how she could say that
after what her family just went through,
but I finished her sentence with
“…All the time.”
And all the time, God is good.

On Brown-Bagged
Beer and Our Swift
Return to Dust
Robert Marshall

I’m getting soaked. Drenched.
The steady pounding of a midAugust shower has lingered in the
Tennessee Valley for the better part of
three days making the air thick like a
hangover headache, the humidity that
is the bane of Southeastern existence
sticking the cotton of my white thrift
store t-shirt to my shoulders as Ryan
leans his head under the corner of our
rusted park bench to light our cigarettes,
the two reasons we are outside of
San Marcos Carniceria on the more
dilapidated east end of Main Street on
a park bench with no cover from rain
and not inside, dry, at a wooden booth
beneath five televisions screaming Latino
music videos and erotic soap operas as the
owner’s two elementary school children
run around us, laughing in Spanish at
the way that we dress and talk, playing
wordless hide-and-seek and finger guns
during the breaks in conversation.
At twenty-four, Ryan has reached the
point in his life where “I wanna smoke
a cigarette” means “I need to smoke
a cigarette”
I like cigarettes enough and haven’t
seen Ryan in enough months for a
soaking wet T-shirt to be worth it. I
cradle a Lagunitas IPA in a brown paper
bag as I take my first draw.
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not, you know, conducive to the
reflection and meditation.”
I see him seated on a bench at a long,
sparse wooden table, speaking in hushed
tones with one of the monks.
Intense. Inquisitive. I see the bags
under his eyes have softened.
“It was incredible. I experienced
the presence of God in a way that I
never have.”
Now I see him deep in Arizona
wilderness. Dried trees like ribs
and teeth.
He sits leaning against one, crying
like he is ten years younger, an open Bible
at his feet.
I remember, for a moment, that his
father was a heroin addict.
“Shit.”
The rain has soaked my cigarette
so deeply that the filter falls off into a
puddle at my feet.
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Cold beer meets the earthy tobacco
like wine to cheese.
“This is it man. This is what the
Highland Park Circus is all about.”
Ryan is referring to him and his
friends’ years spent living in these poor
neighborhoods, the over-the-top antics
that brought them from dilapidated
rental house to dilapidated rental house.
Ryan once killed and roasted a live pig
in his backyard for a kegger. Let the pig
loose in his fenced-in backyard. Shot it.
Gutted it. Hung it. Cooked it. All within
five minutes of downtown Chattanooga.
I laugh as smoke stings my nose.
“Holy shit, man.”
He chuckles at the past.
“Never again.”
I’ve seen Ryan look better. I’ve also
seen him look worse.
Cigarette smoke. Swig of beer.
“It’s been a rough summer, man.”
He exhales. Smoke.
I’m with him, driving down a back
road, red dirt, a sun-stained wooden fence
to either side. We are in Arizona. He drives
to an isolated Presbyterian monastery.
It is late May.
Monks welcome him as the sun turns
the evening burnt orange, slowly sinking
behind some distant mountain range, and
explain to him the rules of the monastery.
“No technology, I left my phone,
laptop, all of my shit in the car when I
got there. The goal was to create this
atmosphere of meditation and peace, so
essentially the only ‘rule’—”
Puff of cigarette. I pass him
my beer. Swig.
“was to avoid any kind of behavior
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I’m thankful for the pieces that he left.
If you were never broken, we would have
never met.
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First, let me begin by saying the text
messages between my ex-girlfriend
and me are strictly platonic. And those
pictures you found of that girl on my
cell phone are for an essay I’m working
on about the mating rituals of redheads.
Sometimes my research requires me to
be fully committed in a story, because
I’m a method actor, and the only way
for me to transform into this smart,
eloquent, good-looking spectacle of a
man you see before you today is to have
those meaningless flings and have pretty
girls leave comments on my Facebook,
Twitter, and Tinder. It requires me to
approach that girl, alone at the end of
the bar, and buy her tall, fruity drinks
with plenty of alcohol in them and brag
to my friends about how I scored and
got to second base. But, this essay isn't
about my inability to hold a relationship
longer than six months. It’s not about my
inability to take anything seriously. It’s
about truthfulness. It’s about taking an
honest look at my fears and evaluating
myself in an in-depth report for you,
the reader, in the hope that you will
find it interesting.
I’ve often thought of myself as a
hopeless romantic. You could define this
phrase as a man or woman who, despite
all grand gestures of romance towards

their intended paramour, cannot catch
a break. This man or woman often likes
romantic comedies, but will lie about it
to their friends out of shame. You will
find this phrase referenced in the urban
dictionary under “friendzone” pictured
next to a guy wearing a cardigan because
autumn is his favorite season. These
people have been online dating since
2006 and die a little inside whenever
their commercial comes on because
of the constant reminder that, even
though eHarmony bases its matches
on 29 dimensions of compatibility,
they don’t have a chance in the world.
Their libraries are covered from top
to bottom with Emily Dickinson, and
Nicholas Sparks is their idol. When I
looked closely at myself and analyzed the
fountain of my frustration with women,
it wasn't that I was a hopeless romantic,
for one thing I find Nicholas Sparks to
be derivative and I don’t looked good in
sweaters. Instead, I think of myself now
as a hopeless flirt.
My charm is skin deep. I believe
in sex: a biological function that has
been wired into the male brain for
procreation and dopamine release. To
me, the problem in correlating emotional
connection with physical attraction is
that sex is momentary because anybody
will help take your clothes off, but who’s
going to help you put them back on?
What I mean to say is, the relationship
for me strengthens in the morning; when
two people are laying down next to each
other going over the series of drunken
events that led them into bed. Saying
things like, “Where do we go from here?”
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or “Do you want to hang out later?” “Do
you love me?” This last question worries
me the most. Not because of the fear
that I’ll be tied down or the thought of
spending my life with another person.
It scares me because I am in awe of the
power of love. Because I still believe that
there is such a thing as love, as falling
in love. And, I rarely say it back because
to say love in dishonesty is to dilute its
transcendent power. The significance of
it keeps me in constant search for its true
meaning and in the process of finding
myself in the word I tend to lose myself
in the wrong person. But, my resilience
has allowed me to create barriers inside
my mind as a sort of blockade against
the temporariness of emotions. That’s
why some people find me to be cold and
nonchalant. In truth, I see a relationship
pessimistically, a codependent mentality
with only two possible outcomes:
marriage or divorce.
“What are your intentions with
my daughter?” This question was asked
to me by a man in his fifties who, with
whiskey on his breath, stumbled into his
daughter's room filled to the brim with
drunken parental clichés. And, I about
shit myself trying to think of an answer
that sounded better than, “Well, what
do you think?” In hindsight, however,
I loved her. In hindsight, part of me
wants to talk to her again, but the truth
is I cannot trust my perception because
everything looks better in hindsight. I
think the problem with love is that no
one knows exactly how it’s supposed to
feel. Or maybe it isn’t a feeling at all.
It’s an equation that tricks you multiple

times. One day you think you get it
and the next day it turns out that, in
your haste you forgot to carry the one
and the solution is wrong. But I keep
trying despite the endless possibilities of
something going wrong.
When we look at the probability
of finding the right person to spend our
time with, the odds do not seem to be in
our favor. The future of the human race
depends on it though, and as a useful
member of society, I’ll do my part.
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A Gift to UTC:
An Interview with Sarah Einstein,
the New Creative Writing Professor
R: How do you like it here in Chattanooga?
S: I love it here. I’m blown away by the quality of writing at this university. The student
body here is so diverse; they are of all ages and backgrounds. It feels like all the student
writers are really serious about their writing and are working very hard.
R: Is that not common?
S: Students I’ve encountered here are more open to the workshop process.
They are willing to learn and make changes, they aren’t invested in thinking they are
the best. The students are invested with each other. Students could be mean and petty,
but they aren’t here. I’m passionate about creating a respectful environment. I once took
a class with a hipster boy in skinny jeans and a Ramones T-shirt, who rolled his eyes on
the first day and said to his friends, “I don’t think it’s fair that us real artists have to
take classes with housewife dilettantes.” He was talking about me. They spent the rest
of the semester refusing to engage with my work, and the professor refused to engage
with them about it. And I was really hurt. I was an adult, and I never want this to
happen to my students.
In the interest of not embarrassing someone who is a bully, we let them mistreat others.
R: Do you think this program has an advantage over the “renown” programs?
Iowa, Emory?
S: I think there’s something about getting into one of those highly competitive
programs that’s like, that’s it. That’s the thing. Whereas here, getting in is just seen as
the first part. I have worked a lot of places. I’ve worked with students who went on to
those programs for their MFA, and to be honest—I have a dozen students here who, as
undergrads, are better than those students. Right now. As they are now. The students
here are the best of the best.
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R: How is your class different?
S: We discuss all pieces with the whole class. I do a mixture of Hypoxic workshop—
everybody is writing short pieces once a week, and then we do longer pieces. Which
I think works really well for the 3000 level. For the 4000 level I expect people to be
writing before they ever even entered the classroom.
And I primarily do non-fiction. I hope my classroom is a safe place to talk, because I
believe that some of the most interesting stuff we can do with creative non-fiction is to
explore what’s hidden in our lives, but I do not believe the writing classroom is a place
of therapy. I do not think writing should ever be advertised as therapeutic… because
we’re not trained therapists. And my understanding is that writing about trauma in an
uncontrolled situation actually forces the writer to re-live the trauma and makes PTSD
worse, so students should not write about trauma if they are not currently dealing it.
There is a difference between writing something and workshopping it. What you bring
in has an impact on everyone else in the workshop.
When we are young and we are just starting to write, we offer people these really
vulnerable parts of ourselves. We don’t know what parts will hurt us and what parts we
should hold back.
R: What else do you wish people knew about your classes, or about creative writing?
S: I don’t think students should ever be graded on their work. But it’s a university; we
have to. So we do the grading contract. Your grade, up to a B, is only based on absences
and deadlines. That’s how creative writing should be. If you grade based on the quality
of the work, you are telling students that they should only try the stuff they have
already tried and succeeded. Students need to try to do new things and sometimes what
they write will be horrible, but how else will they learn that?
I used to be the managing editor for Brevity, and hanging on my wall was the
Worst Piece Anyone Ever Sent to Brevity. It was my piece. I kept it there for a reason,
because I don’t think I could be anywhere if I hadn’t written big, steaming piles of
crappy writing. All of my first attempts at a new form are horrible. But it’s what you
have to do. If you don’t write terrible crap, then you aren’t pushing yourself, and if you
aren’t pushing yourself, you aren’t going to improve. (Laughs) Like that hipster
boy. Last I heard he was a caterer-waiter in L.A. So I suppose he would be a
40-year-old caterer-waiter now.
Sarah Einstein is an American essayist and writer of memoir and literary nonfiction. A recipient of the AWP
Prize for Creative Nonfiction (2014), the Pushcart Prize and a Best of the Net Award (2011), Einstein is the
author of Remnants of Passion and Mot: A Memoir.
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PAINTING
Austin McDougal

Creative Ecstasy
Austin McDougal
Oil pastel
2015
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Austin McDougal
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Meredith Leigh Wright
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Meredith Leigh Wright
Mixed media
2015

We Heart Body Hair

Meredith Leigh Wright
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Alea Coble
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Alea Coble
Mixed media
2015

November 22

Alea Coble

PAINTING

PAINTING
Sarah Maddux

Untitled (Red Chairs)
Sarah Maddux
Oil on canvas
2015
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DRAWING
Andi Qualls

Into I, Into III
Andi Qualls
Ink
2015
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Lori McNabb
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Lori McNabb
Mixed Media
2015

I Don't Get It

Lori McNabb

DRAWING

DRAWING
Hailey Grogan

Orphaned Objects
Hailey Grogan
Digital art
2015
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Alesha Lee
Mixed Media
2015

Untitled

Alesha Lee

DRAWING
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Mica Morgan
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Mica Morgan
Embroidery on canvas
2015

Old Fashioned

Mica Morgan

DRAWING
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Kathleen Anne Craig

Nooga Morning
Kathleen Anne Craig
Photograph
2015
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Renata Scarpelli

Help the Police; Beat Yourself Up
Renata Scarpelli
Photograph
2015
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Renata Scarpelli
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Jackson Case

Opposing Forces
Jackson Case
Photograph
2015
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Brooke Craig
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Brooke Craig
Photograph
2015

Patient 1

Brooke Craig
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Brooke Craig

Patient 5
Brooke Craig
Photograph
2015
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Amy Devan
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Amy Devan
Photograph
2015

Untitled

Amy Devan
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Kelly Norris

There Has Got to be a Word
for I'm Warm Again
103

Kelly Norris
Photograph
2015
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John Le
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John Le
Print
2015

Up

John Le

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Kiley Gunter

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Faculty Concert Series
Kiley Gunter
Print
2015
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Kiley Gunter
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Kara Patrick

Sustenance
Kara Patrick
Print
2015
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Kara Patrick
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AtheneRuiz
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Athene Ruiz
Print
2015

500 Days of Summer

Athene Ruiz
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Julie Heavner
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Souvenirs
Julie Heavner
Print
2015
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Julie Heavner
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Until next year...

